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Key January Activities
In December, completed review of use of force investigations closed between
June 2021 and November 2022

Met and discussed preliminary findings with PPD Command Staff.

Need to confer with use-of-force experts with respect to a few cases and then
finalize report. This need to confer will result in a short delay in the
completion of the report.

Report should be finalized by early March and published and presented to the
CPOC at its April 2023 meeting.

IPA continued to work with staff and the CPOC policy ad hoc committee on
review of the PPD’s use of force policy
◦ Staff continues to collect data regarding police policies on drawing and
pointing of firearms and reporting thereof and shooting at moving vehicle
policy. Ongoing identification and prioritization of policy reviews by staff and
consideration of policy change recommendations received from the League
of Women Voters.
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Upcoming Activities
IPA review of all Internal Affairs investigations completed in 2022 has
already begun and should be completed and published mid-2023.

IPA’s first site visit has been scheduled for March 2 & 3, 2023 and will
include personal attendance at the March 2, 2023 CPOC meeting.
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Update on Timeliness of PPB 
Administrative Investigations of Officer-
involved-shootings
There are still four administrative investigations of fatal officer involved
shootings (dating back to May 2019) that are on hold until the LA
District Attorney issues his findings.

An October CPOC presentation was made by Los Angeles City and Los
Angeles County Inspector General’s Offices in support of pushing these
investigations forward at the earliest opportunity.

The Department has agreed to present its position to the CPOC on this
issue at the March 2023 meeting.
◦ Anticipate that the CPOC can then take a formal position on this issue and
make recommendations based on updated information.
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Update on OIS Administrative Review
The OIR Group was hired by the City of Pasadena to assess the
investigation and administrative review relating to the shooting of
Anthony McClain.

That assessment is still pending and is expected to be completed
sometime this month (February 2023).

Upon completion of that assessment, it will be reviewed by the IPA and
the CPOC; its recommendations will be considered and the CPOC and
IPA will determine next steps as necessary.
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QUESTIONS?
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